Peacock Promotes Originals Ahead of July Launch
06.25.2020
In advance of its July 15 launch on peacocktv.com and across mobile and
connected-TV platforms, NBCUniversal-owned Peacock on Thursday released
official trailers and key art for all of its original series-including drama, comedy,
docu and kids.
Brave New World
Alden Ehrenreich (Solo) and Jessica Findlay-Brown (Downton Abbey) star in
this adaptation of Aldous Huxley's best-selling novel about a utopian society of
the future where everyone is not as happy as they first appear.
One of nine pieces of key art for Peacock's 'Brave New World'

The Capture
British import The Capture stars BBC spy dramaÂ starsÂ Holliday Grainger
(The Borgias) and Callum TurnerÂ (Fantastic Beasts: The Crimes of
Grindelwald).

Intelligence
David Schwimmer (Friends) returns to the NBC fold with Intelligence, a comedy
from Sky One that is also written by and stars Nick Mohammed.Â
Key art for Peacock original 'Intelligence'
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Psych 2: Lassie Come Home
Written, directed and executive produced by Psych creator Steve
Franks,Â Psych 2: Lassie Come HomeÂ focuses on Det. Carlton Lassiter
(Timothy Omundson), who is left for dead after he's ambushed on the job and
left for dead. He is discovered, and as he heals in a recovery clinic, he begins to
see visions. Shawn (James Roday) and Gus (DulÃ© Hill) return to his side to
help solve the case.
Key art for USA's 'Psych' sequel 'Lassie Come Home'

Sports Docuseries
In Deep with Ryan Lochte
Life has changed for Olympic swimmer Ryan Lochte, who now has a wife and a
baby, but he still holds a strong Olympic dream.
Key art for Peacock docuseries 'In Deep with Ryan Lochte'

Lost Speedways
Key art for Peacock original 'Lost Speedways with Dale Earnhardt Jr.'
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Kids
Curious George
Key art for Peacock animated original 'Curious George'

Cleopatra in Space
Key art for Dreamworks' 'Cleopatra in Space'

Where's Waldo
Key art for Dreamworks' animated series, 'Where's Waldo'

Peacock streams everywhere July 15.

